
Slot

Z HuntersZ Hunters
Face the horde

Z Hunters is a 5x3 slot with an apocalyptic atmosphere where zombies reign supreme.

The player’s mission is to collect bounties by combining the Zombie and Hunter symbols.

The bounties go from 1x to 100x the stake and can be collected several times depending on the number of Hunter
symbols in the grid.

The Zombie Hunt bonus has 8 free spins during which each uncollected zombie bounty is stored in the Horde counter.

At the end of the 8 free spins, the player will be rewarded with a special game where they could win all the uncollected
bounties in one go.

Dive into a post-apocalyptic world infested with zombies.

You are one of the elite group of survivors, the prestigious “WILD Horde Task Force”. Your mission: collect the bounties
by hunting down zombies. 

Get your weapons and team up with the best hunters to eliminate the most dangerous, and most profitable, zombies.
Roam the hostile terrain in this 20-lines slot game. 

Whether in the main game or bonus game, no one is safe from the invasion.

Combine the Hunter and Zombie symbols to collect loads of juicy bounties.

Become a legend in the Zombie Hunt bonus: gather the zombies and execute them for fame and fortune. But watch out
for special zombies. 

Zombies evolve, but so do the weapons to fight them. Execute the zombies in several different ways to win even more
rewards. 



Get the super bounty at the end of the bonus game by collecting your horde prize with the hunters. 

Play, win up to 5,000x your stake and survive the invasion!

CharacteristicsCharacteristics

RTP: 96,76%
Grid Format: 5x3
Winning Lines: 20
Bet min: 0,1 €
Bet max: 25,0 €
Jackpot: No
Allow Tournament:
Yes
Allow Free Rounds:
No

LanguageLanguage

EN, CS, DE,
EN_US, ES, FI,
FR, IT, JA, KO,
NL, NL_NL, NO,
PT, RO, RU, SR,
SV, TR, ZH

VolatilityVolatility

High

DevicesDevices

  

TechnologyTechnology
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